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CZ 75 P-07 DUTY
The latest pistol built on a skeleton frame with the virtue of which is totally new grip mechanism. Thanks to the trigger pull the main advantage is easy operability of the decocking lever or manual safety.

CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM
The CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM is a variant of the CZ 75 SP-01 TACTICAL pistol. Thanks to its low weight achieved by the use of heavy-duty plastic the handgun is suitable for armed forces and similar services. The ergonomic grip shape makes this handgun easy to configure to any hand size.

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1
Weapon ranked in the PDW (personal defense weapon) category is follow-up to famous tradition represented by the Scorpion model. This weapon is predisposed for close quarters combat and its design will be taken to the full advantage at the specialized units assignments. Advanced construction ensures unfailing reliability.

CZ 805 BREN A1
Automatic assault rifle designed to be used with barrels chambered in 7.62x39 and 5.56x45 calibres. The weapon is designed to be used under any climatic conditions.

CZ 750 S1 M1
The CZ 750 S1 M1 is standard heavy version of the CZ 750 rifles family designed to be used at all sniper’s tasks and missions, primarily in unenclosed grounds. This sniper rifle features fully adjustable trigger mechanism fitted with adjustable set-trigger as standard. The main virtues of this weapon are ease of operation and well balanced controls; firing mechanism cocking indicator, and of course a long service life and exceptional accuracy of fire.
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